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smartphone  
subscriptions mobile data traffic 

per smartphone in North 
America 

Source: Ericsson Mobility Report, February 2016 
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Solve the problem locally when you can! 

Source: Manzalini, Telecom Italia 
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Distributed and local 
computing  

•  Network of intelligent 
nano / microsystems 

•  Data Management 

•  Processing and 
applications 

Fog 

•  Reduce dependence on complex long-
distance networks 

•  Multiplicity of Data Points, Variety & 
Velocity, Security, Resiliency, Latency  

•  Real time analytics and response needs 

•  Control / actuation 
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Fog can be distinguished from Cloud by its proximity to end-users, dense 
geographical distribution and support for mobility  

Provides low latency, location awareness, and improves quality-of- services 
(QoS) and real time applications 

Data, processing concentration at the edge; data can be processed locally in 
smart devices instead of being sent to the cloud 

Fog computing is one approach to dealing with the demands of the ever-
increasing number of Internet-connected devices 
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Fast processing of localized service requests using local 
resources and connections 

Enhanced service quality as compared to cloud, 
increased data handling and reduced service latency, 
response time 

Enhanced efficiency  
•  Fog computing avoids/strongly limits hauling traffic 

between cloud and mobile users 
•  Higher energy efficiency 
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Service Mobility 

Virtualization of  
low-level computing resources 

Resource management 

Multi tenant network orchestration 
including integration of  

transport service and operator SDN 
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Improve passenger safety, 
Increase rider satisfaction 

Thwart cyber-security 
attacks 

Alert drivers to treacherous 
conditions ahead 

Increase agility 

Reduce downtime 

Secure machines and data 

Confirm Safety systems are 
intact 

Restore power faster 

Detect physical and cyber 
security breach 

Reduce maintenance costs 


